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01 Introduction

There are 44 Million

13%

wallet holders

cryptocurrency wallet
users around the globe.

Cryptocurrency

Global population

87%

Do you realize that they constitute barely 0.6% of the world population? It’s
because there’s a massive obstacle in cryptocurrency’s path towards global
adoption.

Billions of people around the globe are unable to participate in the
cryptocurrency revolution today because of Fiat <> Cryptocurrency conversion
difficulty. People in developing and underdeveloped nations form a huge chunk
of the global population, and face regulatory uncertainty, banking delays and
issues in buying or selling of cryptocurrencies with fiat. Moreover, available fiat
on-ramp options have several issues:
High fiat deposit and/or withdrawal fees
2-5 days to process withdrawal
Custody of fiat funds
The next phase of cryptocurrency

adoption happens when the world’s

Fiat <> Cryptocurrency problem is solved for the masses. BETC will bridge this

global fiat - cryptocurrency gap for the world with our one-of-a-kind solution BETC LTD.
This document also introduces BETC, a iGaming transaction Protocol backed by
Betchips, and its role in the ecosystem. We launched BETC tokens to involve our
community in helping us build out Betchips, and reward them accordingly for
contributing to our success. This helps us stay true to the ethos of cryptocurrency
and blockchain - to share the rewards of BETC success with our early adopters
and supporters.

02 BETC Roadmap


JULY 2019: Project started in an Idea incubator, for iGaming transaction Protocol which can revolutionize the
iGaming Industry. The only white label, legal, transparent utility payment token.



15th Mar 2019: BETC official hot-swap mobile application and wallet application deployed on Android. A



11th Sep 2019: Smart contract was deployed with 90 million fixed BETC @ 4 decimals, BETCHIPS were born.



July 2020: BETC endorsement from Sportsradar & Bitville gaming UK for number gaming.



August 2020: Project slow down due to covid-19.



Sep 2020: BETC got fully integrated within www.betclotto.com as the only transaction protocol and
payment settle tokens.



11th Nov 2020: VinDax (South east Asia's largest crypto exchange) lists BETC at an opening bell USD 29!!

03 BETC
BETC.LTD is a platform for the future of funding that is built on top of the Ethereum blockchain. It
accelerates the growth of start-up companies by offering tools and services that save both time and
resources.

BETC Value
ERC-20
Total Supply: 900,000,000 (90M)
Token Issuer: Betc Ltd (Cyprus)
Token Symbol: BETC
Hard Cap: USD 1m (max amount of investment for Sale Round 3.)
Soft Cap: USD 100k
Ethereum Smart Contract Address: 0x83d6a2171f78e8ffe4dfe7680983effc49cff7a0

TERMS
90M
BETC Supply

Up to 90M
Of Total Supply
available

USD 0.16

USD 1m

Price per
Token

Hard Cap for
Private Sale Round
3

Token-Economic Policy
Founder’s Strategic Basket: 25% of total supply will be used to sponsor the long-term emergence of smart
platforms and use cases. This Strategic Basket has fully vested and can be used to invest in platforms, in token
swaps, in blockchain games, and more generally in any way in order to promote the growth of the BETC
Network of smart platforms and the related use cases.

Ecosystem Development Fund held by BETC Ltd: 20%. Ecosystem Development Fund disbursements are
unlocked in monthly tranches over 3 years. These tranches increase over the first 24 months and then slowly
decline until the pool is exhausted. However, based on demand, the Board of Directors of BETC Ltd can
modify the disbursement schedule.

Private Sale & Related bonuses: 10% (possible lock up)
Public Sale & Related bonuses: 10% To be allocated: 35%
Circulating supply of the BETC Token will be released and unlocked over time, depending on network growth
and actual demand. All unsold tokens in the Private or Public Sales will be burned and transparently accounted
for on BETC. The Release Schedule below is INDICATIVE and SUBJECT TO CHANGES.

BETC LTD retains the ability to change anything detailed herein – excluding initial token supply and private sale 2
reward parameters.

VISION
BETC Ltd, incorporated in Cyprus, is responsible for the governance and ecosystem development of the
BETC Network of smart platforms using the BETC Token. The BETC Token is the utility and governance
token for the BETC Network. The BETC Token serves as a medium of exchange within the BETC Network
for various BETC goods and services, including those of BETC’s partners. The BETC Token is also used
for rewards, staking incentives and ecosystem development programs.
The objective is for the BETC Token to become the iGaming transaction Protocol of reference for the
videogame industry, either as an in-game token or as a iGaming transaction Protocol for exchanges of
services or products between individuals and/or companies. The BETC Token may also be collateralized to
mint BETC USD, a stable USD pegged cryptocurrency which can be used in-game on various BETC
platforms, including the BETC Casino and partnerships within the BETC Universe.

Once the BETC Tokens are in circulation, the vision is to transition BETC Ltd into a DAO structure, providing
further governance value to the BETC Token. BETC Governors must stake to earn and are incentivized to
maximize the overall growth, use and stability of the BETC Token. Governance decisions will initially be
determined by BETC Ltd.

Use Cases and Value Capture
Use cases for the BETC Token include acting as medium of exchange for digital asset sales, eligibility for
staking programs, participation in BETC Casino Gaming, Sales and Merchandising, compatibility with
BETC Universe games and redemption of perishable in-game assets.
Part of this revenue will be captured via the BETC Network’s token buyback, burn and staking reward
programs. The use of BETC Token also generates membership, super user privileges and fee iscounts.
BETC Ltd aims to showcase the broad utility of the BETC Token in the aforementioned use cases and
demonstrate how they result in value accrual to the BETC Token.
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Our Partner:

Company

Acquisition of digital assets such
as avatars, etc...
- Animoca Metaverse
Acquisition of used games, etc...
- Robotcache
Gaming with the Betc Casino

In-app purchases
- Animoca Metaverse
Game purchases
- Robotcache
Gaming with the Betc Casino

Payment of services
- Testing
- Translation
- Programming

Payment of services
- Testing
- Translation
- Programming

